INSTALLATION PROCESS
SURFACE PREPARATION
Prepare the surface using the appropriate machine so
the surface is clean and can bond with the overlay.

APPLY THE BOND COAT
The bond coat ensures that the overlay will adhere
firmly to the underlying floor.

APPLY THE OVERLAY
At this stage, the overlay is applied using
whatever texture, integral colour or design is
required.

APPLY SECONDARY COLOUR
IF REQUIRED – If there is a secondary highlight colour,
or if the colour is being applied via spray, this is the
time to do it.

SEAL THE FLOOR
Applying sealer is the last step and ensures the colour
is enhanced while the floor is protected against stains.
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ADVANTAGES

new floor
existing floor

WORKS FOR NEW OR EXISTING
FLOOR SEAMLESSLY
Micro toppings can be easily laid on top of
any surface making them ideal for use on
either new floors, or as overlays on top of an
existing floor that needs a facelift quickly. The
end floor will be seamless and easy to clean.

LONG LASTING
Materials are made with tried & tested
formulas which withstand the test of time.

Micro Cement Floors
Cement based micro toppings can be used
indoors and outdoors to provide a clean
canvas for decorative treatments such as
stain, dyes, textures and stencilled patterns.

RAPID INSTALLATION

ENDLESS OPTIONS

Takes only a few days to install.

Choose from different patterns, textures,
colours, designs, and more.

COST EFFECTIVE

LOW MAINTENANCE

By reducing time and removing the need to
break old floors, money is saved.

With a sealer coating, the floor will last years
with minimal need for periodic maintenance.

With virtually unlimited design options, and
quick installation time, micro cement floors
can turn any space into a vibrant and
beautifully designed area.
Micro cement floor is designed to be
overlaid on top of the existing floor, thus
preventing the need to rip out the existing
floors and waste valuable time and money.

TYPES OF FINISH

COLOUR CHART

PALOMINO

Limestone

Sandstone

DESERT BEIGE

Palomino

Dark Sandstone

CHOCOLATE

Thin Finish
Stamped Overlay

Spatter Texture or
Knock Down Finish

Thin Finish IPS
Overlay

Typically installed at an average
thickness of 5 mm to 8mm in
various colours and surface patterns.

Typically installed at an average
thickness of 1.5 mm to 2 mm.
Adds a lovely multi toned texture to

Typically installed at an average
thickness of 2mm to 3mm in various
colours with a smooth trowelled surface.

Surface restoration of nearly any

any surface at a very economical cost.

Surface restoration of nearly any stable

stable concrete surface. Adding the

Can be used externally or internally.

concrete surface. Adding the authentic

authentic look and feel of brick,

look and feel of IPS plain finish floors

stone and slate to any stable

to any surface.

Buff

Brown

Light Tan

Desert Beige

CHARCOAL

Chocolate

Oxford Gray

DARK PLATINUM

Dark Gray

Charcoal

GRAPHITE

concrete surface. Interior or exterior
concrete. Interior flooring, driveways,
pool decks, sidewalks, patios,
entryways and more.
Light Gray

Platinum

Dark Platinum

Gray Sky

SANGRIA

Coral

Sunset Rose

Broom Finish or
Brick Finish Overlay

Wooden Effect
Stamped Overlay

Typically installed at an average
thickness of 2mm to 3mm in
various colours with a smooth
trowelled surface.

Adding the authentic look and feel of

Typically installed at an average
thickness of 2 mm to 4 mm in various
colours and a texture that replicates
wood.

broom finish concrete or brick finish
surface.

Green Slate

Green

Graphite

TERRA COTTA

Sangria

New Skin

FOREST GREEN

Thin Finish
Stained Overlay

Blue Slate

Blush

Terra Cotta

BRICK

Forest Green

Salmon

Ruby

Brick

These colours are indicative. Cement colour shades will be slightly different from
printed colours. Though we use the finest ingredients and blend these with utmost care, variations
in the shades of raw material can lead to variations in the shades between batches.

PROJECTS

IPS finish micro cement floor at Farzi Cafe, Mumbai.
Interiors - Urban Studio

PROJECTS

Custom coloured micro cement floor at Farzi Cafe, Pune.
Interiors - Urban Studio

PROJECTS

PROJECTS

A custom seamless microcement floor with multiple design elements.

The authentic look of a running track is achieved indoors at this sports store.

Random Stone textured micro-cement at restaurant Shatrunj Napoli, Mumbai.
Interiors: Team Design

PROJECTS

Seamless micro cement floor at Vogue's Office, Mumbai.
Interiors: Huzefa Rangwala

PROJECTS

Thin Finish Stamped Overlay micro cement floor.

